"They have succeeded in putting a team, worthy of representative
Technology, on the ice, in spite of the paucity of practice condi-
tions. As Coach Hedlund has shown, strength of his
ployed forward. He also pointed out the fact that an ex-
A week later they surprised local
promise for a successful season. The uncer-
ball for both classes have a wealth of ma-
the competition, including men who are
be an annual affair. Men from all classes who are not
in the Walker gym, the first inter-
The preliminaries are to be held on
preliminaries of the preliminaries will meet
the Cardinal and gray personnel is as
cluded. George Dean, Manager and
scoring the big water event. The
take a bit more cloth. You big huskies at Tech
who are not
of the Technology crews announced
"Shorts" -
of the famous
in this class A.

CHANCES BRIGHT FOR NEXT YEAR
The Institute has been strength-
the unlimited, as Joe Parks is suffer-
the big water carnival. Among the
circles and it will be interesting to
down the first intercolleg-
another, they are tired following your chest
are worn. Notice the suit, for instance, of 1925-26.
the water now and has started spring
the ceremonies. It is scheduled to begin
the big water event. The
preliminaries of the preliminaries will meet
the Cardinal and gray personnel is as
called. George Dean, Manager and
scoring the big water event. The
take a bit more cloth. You big huskies at Tech
who are not
of the famous
in this class A.

SPIKES
Now that the ice and snow have disappeared from the
surrounding Tech Field it shouldn't be long before some
students are seen in their normal running order
begin their real work. Coach Hed-
lund, Manager and assistant Manager Big-
will have his relay men pre-
ting from the present condition of their
show their wares. Here's hoping it
the preliminaries of the preliminaries will meet
the Cardinal and gray personnel is as
included. George Dean, Manager and
scoring the big water event. The
take a bit more cloth. You big huskies at Tech
who are not
of the famous
in this class A.

COATING
Distinctive Dress Clothes
To Rent for All Occasions
Full Dress, Tuxedos and Outfits, Silk Hats, Canes, Shoes
SPECIAL RATES TO TECH MEN
Edward F. P. Burns Co.
125 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

SIMPLEX
Simplex Wire and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or varnished cambric and covered with braid, lead or steel armor, are rendering satisfactory service in many of the larger power stations of the country.

Simplicity Wire & Cable Co.
Manufacturers
29 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON

TECHNOLOGY CREW SCHEDULE
FOR SEASON OF 1925-26

VARSTY
April 24 ................................... Navy at Annapolis
May 22 ...................................... Columbia at New York
May 22 ...................................... Harvard, Navy and Cornell at Cambridge

JUNIOR VARSITY
April 24 ................................... Navy at Annapolis
May 1 ........................................... Union Boat Club at Cambridge
May 22 ...................................... Columbia at New York
May 22 ...................................... Harvard and Penn at Cambridge

LIGHT VARSITY
May 21 ...................................... Yale at Derby
May 21 ...................................... Princeton at Cambridge
May 21 ...................................... Cambridge at New York

FRESHMEN
April 30 .................................... Hamilton at Cambridge
May 12 ....................................... Harvard at Cambridge
May 12 ....................................... 150 lb. FRESHMAN
May 12 ....................................... Harvard at Cambridge

TEAM GAMES
May 19 ...................................... Richards Cup Race

WOOL MERRIMED IN NEW ENGLAND
Tech Team Will Compete With Fastest Nastaters in College Ranks

Leaving for the Sixth Annual Ski Meet, Friday, March 8, at 9 o'clock, eleven of the members of the Tech ski team will enter the All-New England Ski Meet at Waterville, Maine. The Cardinal and gray personnel is as follows: Coach Dean, Manager and Assistant Manager Riley, Gentry, Captain Rule, White, Kerbel, Kiker, E. Robbins, Johnson, R. Johnson, Poechall and Wood.

The preliminaries are to be held on Friday events while the
preliminaries of the preliminaries will meet
the Cardinal and gray personnel is as
included. George Dean, Manager and
scoring the big water event. The
take a bit more cloth. You big huskies at Tech
who are not
of the famous
in this class A.

Crew Shells Are Kept Off Charles By Ice Coating

Umbrella Gars Bought
Last night Manager Bob Bledsoe of the Technology crews announced
the crewing schedule which is on ice nowadays on this page, for the
season of 1925-26. This schedule is cor-
rect insofar as it goes but it does not
include all of the races, particu-
larity for several of the minor crews. The schedule, the Varsity or freshman
is complete.

February 24th was the data when
the first shall took to the Charles
the way that looks now it will be all of
the races before the crew get their
first outdoor workout this season. The
Charles is as light as a deal but
just at the time that looks now it will be
pretty thick. How
top this can be a little bit bad. There will be
of several for a score of days
of course, and we will not
it is of course, and we will not

The intercollegiate wrestling meet
has held this week a decided
innovation in Technology grappling
crunches and it will be interesting to see
how the men support this fea-
ture, particularly those who
do not come out for wrestling regularly.

This should greatly enhance the
chances of the Technology crews as a set depends on the type of

WRESTLERS MEET TUFTS TONIGHT

Changes In Lineup Strengthen
Institute Has ever had. -

CALLS
When the sextet journeyed to
Am-
the baton within the next week.

When the sextet journeyed to Am-
Am-
the baton within the next week.

When the sextet journeyed to Am-
Am-
the baton within the next week.

When the sextet journeyed to Am-
Am-
the baton within the next week.

When the sextet journeyed to Am-
Am-
the baton within the next week.

When the sextet journeyed to Am-
Am-
the baton within the next week.

When the sextet journeyed to Am-
Am-
the baton within the next week.